
DAYTONA MILTON KEYNES 

INKART CHAMPIONSHIP 2013 

ROUND 3 – 14
TH

 APRIL 

Round 3 of the Daytona Milton Keynes InKart Championship kicked off with an early start for the 

Cadet and Junior drivers. 

NATIONAL 

CADET 

Heat 1 

Eight cadet drivers kicked off round 3 with a solid start.  Emile West unfortunately span at turn 10 on 

the pace lap resulting in some lost time between him and the rest.   Armandas span at turn 2 on his 

fourth lap as the rest of the field moved on steadily, leaving him back in sixth position.  He then 

managed to squeeze past Lewis Harmer to gain fifth position - he as ’t the o ly d i e  aki g a 

move up the grid as Jay Hodson climbed from fourth to second.  Jack Deakin held fast and won with 

a 4.5 second margin, followed by Jay in second and Kameron Mehrban in third. 

 

Heat 2 

Jay found himself in the second 

heat out at the front.  On the 

opening lap George Hucknall snuck 

into third place in the opening 

section, then went past second and 

third place through the inside of 

turn 6 to take first place.  Archie 

was behind in second and Jay had 

dropped back to third position, but 

still only 2.5 seconds behind the 

leader.  Charly Field made some progress and began to hassle Jay Hodson from behind in fourth 

place and finally took him on the last lap, while Oliver Simpkins slid down the grid.  George Hucknall 

and Archie Forber had a great battle all the way through the last lap and after some exciting racing 

came through turn 11 side by side and finished with a gap of 0.017 seconds leaving George in first, 

Archie second and Charly third. 



Heat 3 

Toby Goodman overtook two drivers 

though the inside of turn 6 to gain 

fourth place from sixth.  Finley Isaac 

tried to squeeze past some drivers 

going into turn 5 but slightly over 

cooked it and span out onto the grass.  

Oliver Ephremsen was in second 

position going into turn 2 on the third 

lap until he smashed into the kerb and 

lost momentum, leaving him back in 

fourth place afterwards.  Going into 

the final lap Charly Field and Toby Goodman were almost neck and neck, Charly just had the edge 

and came across the line 0.269 seconds in front of Toby to take the win, Toby then in second with a 

huge gap over third placed Oliver Ephremsen of 19 seconds. 

Heat 4 

Tyler Fossey dropped down to from fourth place to last at turn 2 on the opening lap after getting 

stuck at the inside.  Armandas was making his charge as he weaved through the field from last place 

all the way into third, with a 

particularly good move at turn 9 

to get past Alfie Watts and take 

third.  Archie Forber took Alfie to 

take fourth position on the same 

lap.  Toby Goodman took first 

place cleanly by over 5 seconds, 

with Lewis Appiagyei in second 

and third place Archie Forber 

another 7 seconds back.  

Heat 5 

After almost taking out one of our marshals at turn 10, the group eventually got into order for a side 

by side start.  George Hucknall lead the way after Luke Richardson began to slip down to fifth place.  

Kameron Mehrban took sixth place at turn 6 on the inside with a swift manoeuvre.  Robert Taylor 

took first place from George Hucknall on the fifth lap at turn 2.  Armandas was playing snakes and 

ladders bouncing up and down the grid; unfortunately his last move dropped him down to seventh 

place where he ended the race.  Robert Taylor put in a strong performance a came in first by over 4 

seconds, with George Hucknall and Jack Deakin second and third respectively. 



Heat 6 

The heat had to be restarted as the 

leaders sped away too early and 

left a huge gap.  After we finally got 

it underway Harrison Pughe, Oliver 

Ephremsen and Jack Deakin had 

the top three positions sown up as 

they left the rest of the field.  It 

finished the same way with a 

rather uneventful and smooth 

heat. 

Heat 7 

Lewis Appiagyei started in first place with Ben Surtees-Wheat and Oliver Simpkins closing him down.  

The heat was fairly spread to begin with and not too much in the way of position changes over the 

opening few laps.  It finished the way it started after an even heat with drivers holding position and 

running a solid heat. 

Heat 8 

Robert Taylor Lost out to Toby Goodman at turn 2 on the second lap and dropped to second place as 

Toby stormed into the lead.  George Hucknall made a great push through the grid and found himself 

in third place coming all the way from last position.  Toby came in first after a strong performance 

followed by George who managed to edge past Robert to take third place on the last lap. 

C Final 

The opening final started with Luke out in front, Alfie second and Ben in third.  These drivers were all 

fighting for their chance to progress up into the B final but they knew only a win would take them 

there.  Lewis Harmer made the first move to climb up into second place and chase down Luke in 

fi st.  Alfie t ied his ha dest to keep up ith the f o t t o ut ould ’t uite a age it.  The first 

Cadet final finished with Luke 

Richardson first, Lewis Harmer second 

and Alfie Watts third, this meant that 

Luke would progress on to the B final 

and have a shot at moving up into the A 

final. 

B Final  

Kameron wanted the win in this final to 

give himself a chance of winning overall, 

as he powered into first place on the opening few corners.  Armandas lost acceleration with a 



snapped throttle cable on the back straight after 2 laps, we went full course with yellow flags to slow 

the pack.  Robert Taylor found himself out front after the green flag came out, but dropped back to 

fifth position within one lap.  Kameron got back out in front followed closely by Jay Hodson and Luke 

Richardson.  It ended like this as Kameron earned himself a place in the A final to battle it out with 

the days fastest drivers. 

Final A 

After a solid day of racing Lewis Appiagyei held pole position followed by Toby Goodman and George 

Hucknall in third.  Charly field made an excellent charge into fourth from the back of the grid, along 

with Kameron Mehrban who was promoted from the previous final who managed to get up to third 

place.  Toby had some kart difficulty and had to retire with only a few laps to go.  It finished with 

Jack Deakin first, Lewis second and Kameron third. 

 

JUNIOR 

Heat 1 

Recent race school graduate Benjamin Fisher had the dream start to his first heat of the InKart 

Championship taking three drivers at 

turn 1 to climb up the field, some 

promising signs from the new kid on 

the block.  Dean Thomas went wide 

on his second lap at turn two causing 

a little scuffle.  Dean then went on to 

take the lead around turn 6 on the 

same lap and began to put build on a 

2 second lead going into lap 3.  George 

Bridson took Zac Outfin at turn 1 on 

the third lap to take second place.   Dean powered away to victory winning by over 12 seconds, 



George was in second closely followed by Zac Outfin in third.  Ben Fisher took another two drivers on 

the final lap to finish in eighth position from last, an excellent showing in his first heat. 

Heat 2 

Levi sneaked past 2 drivers on the inside of turn 4 to gain fourth position on the opening lap.  

Matthew Diemer and Dean Thomas lead the way with Dan Mallison a few seconds behind.  Matthew 

was having a strong heat and 

began to slowly pull away from 

Dean to build a 2 seconds gap, 

e y i p essi e o side i g Dea ’s 

performance in the first heat.  

Heat 2 was fairly spread and quiet 

and the drivers crossed the line 

without too much interference.  

Matthew took first place by a gap 

of 2.344 seconds over second 

place Dean Thomas, Dan Mallison 

followed in third place. 

Heat 3 

George Bridson and Levi Anderson lead the field as the sun began to come out.  Matthew Diemer 

received a black flag after gaining advantage by contact on his second lap, dropping to the back of 

the grid after the sin bin.  Levi moved down 

the inside of turn 4 to gain first place over 

Dan Mallison.  George had dropped back to 

third place after starting out front.  It 

finished this way with Levi taking the win, 

Dan in second and George third. 

Heat 4 

Jamaal dropped back and came into the pits 

complaining of kart issues, it was changed 

immediately but he came back out at the back of the grid.  Christian came out in first after this and 

started to pull away.  Dan Mallison took fifth place at turn 6 on the fourth lap.  Levi moved past 

James Potter on the same lap to take second place and began chasing down first placed Christian.  It 

finished Christian first, Levi second and James Potter third. 

B Final 

Zac Outfin started first with Ellis Haddow and Jamaal Ahmed giving chase to progress onto the A 

final.  Ben Bointon caused Bailey Bateman to spin out at turn 10 to then gain advantage by contact.  



Ben was given a black flag and deducted a lap.  Zac finished first with a best lap of 1.01.402 and 

moved on to the A final with a chance of winning round 3! 

A Final 

Dean started out in front with George 

chasing him down, he managed to just 

get in front on the opening laps and 

then held the lead by a fraction of a 

second.  The middle of the pack was 

fairly bunched and not really 

challenging the lead.  James Potter was 

at the back of the grid and decided he 

had enough and took Zac and Levi to 

move into sixth position.  With Dean 

chasing it looked to be a close finish but George’s defe si e li es e e too tight fo  hi  to get 

through.  So it finished with George in first with a solid performance, followed by Dean in second 

and Christian took third place. 

 


